Empower your employees with effective yet affordable training and accessible knowledge through your own knowledgebase or e-learning platform, all in your individual corporate design. Enjoy the benefits of fully-fledged video editing, exciting visualisation options, an authoring system plus access rights management and structured content repositories for your videos, presentations, images, documents, and so much more.

The Modular Digital Learning Kit.

Add modules as your requirements grow for versatile flexibility and integration with other solutions such as the Mobile Film Studio.

MODULE: LEARNING MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (LMS)
- Your own corporate design
- Tutorials and tests
- Progress and activity monitoring
- Built-in or plugged-in user management
- Voting, survey and quiz functions
- Virtual classroom, webinars

MODULE: SIMULATION AND AUTHORING SYSTEM (SAS)
- Universal and intuitive recording for a wide range of different simulations
- Visualise complex processes
- Re-recording for easy content updates

MODULE: VIDEO MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (VMS)
- Secure management and deployment—also for mobile devices
- Import and edit your own content without specialist knowledge
- Custom time marks and search function for down-to-the-second video navigation

MODULE: AUGMENTED REALITY (AR)
- Untangle complex scenarios with 3D animations
- Interlink all multimedia content (text, audio, images, video)
- Experience AR on mobile devices
- Custom AR development

Explainer videos
Virtual lectures
Multilingual
Content
Authoring system
Animations
Cross-platform
Attractive content

Interested? Contact your personal account manager today or send an e-mail to training@bechtle.com.
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